
Math Camp Q&A: 

A few things to know about us:  We believe everyone can learn math.  We believe there is more than 

one way to solve a problem.  We believe in the value of solving problems as a team.  We believe math 

is the creative application to solve complex problems and calculating is a small piece of the process.  

We believe math is fun and students benefit when learning from older students who share their enjoy 

of math. 

What makes NNVMath Math Camps different from other summer camps?  Our leader to camper ratio is 

very low.  We have 1 leader to each 2 to 4 campers.  This allows us to challenge every camper: helping 

the camper who is missing a skill or struggling with the new one, as well as, give something more 

challenging to the camper who has already mastered the current skill.   

What do kids do at NNVMath’s Math Camp? We focus on competition math, which is about being 

creative, thinking, and applying logic – skills that will benefit students throughout their future, in school, 

in work, and in life.  At math camp, kids strengthen current skills while exploring new math concepts, 

learning problem solving skills, and working as part of a team.  We play games, work on logic puzzles, 

and more.   

Will kids be sitting all day? Absolutely not!  Research shows that physical movement helps with learning 

(we also find kids get wiggly).  At a minimum, we take 30 minutes each morning and 30 minutes each 

afternoon to get the kids up and moving.  Note:  We tried yoga over the winter break and, based on 

feedback, we will not be doing yoga this summer. 

What will students learn at camp?  We will discuss problem solving and test taking strategies.  We enter 

every camp with a plan but stay fluid because students come to camp with a wide variety of skills.  

Sometimes we find the group as a whole has a skill that we need to cover before we can continue, 

sometimes we drop a planned topic because it isn’t needed, and sometimes we go a completely 

different direction because we see the kids are excited by a particular topic area.  Topics we have 

explored in the past include: counting, geometry, modular arithmetic, base numbers, sequences & 

series, probability & combinatorics, ancient number systems, Pascal’s triangle, and more.   

Who are the camp leaders?  Our leaders are students in our Competition Team (CT) program or those 

getting ready to enter it.  Members going into grades 7-12 will be working with our campers in grades 1-

5, while only our high school members will be working with our campers in grades 6-8.  These members 

act as instructors and mentors.  They serve as examples of older students who love math. 

How long has NNVMath been offering math camps?  This is our 4th year offering summer math camps.  

Our camps have been well received by the campers.  Every session we have had campers who are at 

camp because their parents want them to go; every session those kids end up loving camp.  We did a 

survey for the first time at the end of our 2019 Winter Break Math Camp.  Twenty-one students 

attended and here are the results: 

o Overall rating of 4.57 on scale 1-5 (no ratings below 4) 
o Expected to learn 3.762; actually learned 4.357 
o 10 liked math more after camp; 10 liked it the same; 1 liked it less. 
o Would recommend to friends: 1 didn’t answer; 19 said yes; 1 said no but added note 

“because they don’t like math” 



Why should kids go to math camp? The reason parents like is it reduces summer learning loss but the 

real reason kids should attend our math camps is because we will expose them to an amazing world 

where math is fun and cool, where they learn what a powerful tool math is, and, most important, they 

learn to think.  Today, kids have access to answers at the tap of a few keys but the ability to think, use 

logic, and embrace challenge are skills they need to be successful in the future. 

Which session should I attend? Do I need to attend both?  Our camps are designed so that student may 

attend a single session or both sessions without repeat.  The second session does not depend on 

attending the first session.  

Who should attend Math Camp?  All students entering grades 1 through 8 will benefit from attending 

math camp.  Students who are at grade level will find a new joy for math.  Students who are in GATE, 

GT, and SWAS programs will find math camp will challenge them to a new level.  Students going into 7th 

or 8th grade who want to participate in our Competition Team program in the 2019-20 school year are 

highly encouraged to attend math camp. 

If you have questions regarding your specific child’s situation, please contact Sherry@nnvmath.org. 


